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C O N T R AC TO R ◊ C O N N E C T I O N
Taking My Hacks
A message
from
Jackson
Lumber &
Millwork
President,
Mark Torrisi
This year has been like no other
any of us has experienced. The
exception to that statement would
be what is happening in the lumber
market. This year, unfortunately, is
remarkably like the extreme price
escalation we saw in 2018, when
prices took off in the first half of
the year and rose to historic levels.
Back then, pricing was driven by a
tight log supply due to a severe fire
season as well as several transportation issues that severely delayed
shipment.
This year the increase started in
early spring and continued to rise,
hitting those 2018 prices in most
forest products and, in some cases,
they have surpassed them, i.e.
pressure treated lumber.

reduced their production by
reducing output or by shutting
Volume
8, mills.
Issue 3
some of their
As we all have seen, economists
were wrong when it came to the
housing market. After the initial
shock of lock downs, new housing
construction and remodeling
returned to a strong level and
demand was high. The mills were
not prepared and thus could not
meet demand. It is a lot easier to
shut a mill then it is to reopen or
ramp up production.

With that information, most
lumber mills, when they reopened,

Introducing Our New
Jackson Moulding
Collection
Adding Beauty & Style
to the Home
We are pleased to introduce our
new Jackson Moulding Collection,
designed to help you stay on top
of today’s trends and create a
finished look for your customers.

Mill order files are usually in the
2-3-week time frame, but most
mills today are out 6 weeks, so any
correction to the price of lumber
will not happen until order files
shrink back to normal levels.
When that will happen is anyone’s
guess, but probably not until the
4th quarter.

Created by Jackson with material
supplied by Metrie, our new
collection takes the guesswork
out of the process. You no longer
need to select dimensions of
mouldings that will fit together or
search for complementary styles.

Our buying team is working closely
will all our suppliers to make sure
we have product when you need
it, but in some instances the mills
and manufacturers cannot meet
our needs.

https://jacksonlumber.com/
catalog/118/

I have asked our Purchasing
Manager, Brad Martineau, to
summarize some of the supply
issues we are experiencing
so you will understand the
current situation. See his
report on page 2.
We understand this has
a huge impact on your
business, and we are doing
everything we can to keep
our inventory levels up.

Why are prices going up like this?
The answer is basic supply and
demand. When the Coronavirus
took hold of the country, many
mills closed due to stay-at-home
and social distancing orders issued
by state and local governments.
Then, most economists predicted
the economy would crash and
demand would fall.

New Product Announcement

Thanks again for allowing us to
be your supplier. We appreciate
every opportunity you give us to
service your business. Enjoy the
rest of the summer!

mtorrisi@jacksonlumber.com

Each style collection offers a preselection of moulding elements
needed in a home, including
crowns, casings, baseboards, and
more. All mouldings have been
designed to complement each
other stylistically, and they are
sized to fit together in the
correct proportions, making it
easy to achieve an aesthetic flow
throughout the home.
Here are brief descriptions of
each style collection along with
a link to the JLM catalog page
which shows complete 3-D
profile images.
For more information, please
contact your Jackson salesperson.

The Cottage Collection features
clean lines with minimal details that
merge contemporary with rustic
to create a look that adds texture
without taking away from the
pure simplicity of the modern
farmhouse design. The butcher
block countertop is a nod to
when farm-fresh meals were
prepped the old-fashioned way,
and crown mouldings and window
treatments enhance the crisp, yet
rustic style of the space.

Story continued on next page.
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Supply Chain Update
From Brad Martineau,
Purchasing Manager
As you may know, we have
been experiencing supply
shortages on a number of
products in the market over
the last few months. This is mainly a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic as manufacturers
have been faced with significant labor
shortages, supply chain challenges due to
disruption in availability of raw materials,
and transportation challenges. In addition,
demand for most product categories has
increased dramatically as more people are
investing money into their homes because
they have been home more during this
period.
Many of the manufacturers and distributors
in our market have been facing product
availability issues and, in my opinion, this will
continue to be a challenge through the end
of October. Demand continues to outweigh
supply and will continue to do so in the
short term.

Our Purchasing Team has been working hard
to maintain adequate stock levels and we are
challenging our strategic suppliers to get us
the products we need to serve you, our
customers.

months. In addition to Top Notch, our main
source for Schlage products, we are utilizing
two other vendor sources and will continue
to do so until product becomes more readily
available.

Here is an update from some of our key
suppliers as it relates to product availability:

Pressure Treated Lumber – Pressure
Treated product remains extremely tight
due to unexpected high demand and a severe
shortage of Southern Yellow Pine material
and this will continue through the end of
October. We have been averaging delivery
of 4-5 truckloads a week from our supplier,
which is more than most in the industry.
Material costs continue to rise every week,
and this will continue as long as product shortages and expedited deliveries remain constant.

Masonite Interior Doors – We currently
are, and will continue to be, on allocation
with Masonite for the balance of 2020.
However, our current stock levels remain
strong and should not be an issue for the
foreseeable future.
Emtek Hardware – Due to a significant
increase in demand in the past month, lead
times have extended 3-5 days beyond the
normal lead time, so please plan on a twoweek lead time for product.
Schlage Hardware – Due to labor challenges, the Mexican plant where most of
our product comes from, is working three
shifts around the clock, but only at 40%
capacity. Many of the two-step distributors
have experienced stock outages and will
continue to be sporadic over the next few

Azek/Timbertech Composite Decking/
Railing & Fasteners – Azek Building
Products business activity in the outdoor
living category has increased approximately
40% in 2020 as compared to 2019. In addition,
their manufacturing plants had to be
reorganized to align with the new social
distancing requirements. As a result, capacity
has decreased, and lead times have been
extended. Stock levels at the distribution level
Continued on next page.

New Product
Continued from Page 1.

https://jacksonlumber.com/catalog/116/
Uncomplicated casing with exaggerated
heads give this line a feel of self-assurance.
The stepped crown mouldings pull the room
together for a modern, timeless look that will
dress up any space.

https://jacksonlumber.com/catalog/118/

https://jacksonlumber.com/catalog/116/

Traditional, sloping curves with modern bevels
at each end of the crown moulding connect
wall to ceiling in a clean, classic way. Bright
yellow accents bring a sophisticated touch to
gray walls, while bronze furnishings and animal
prints merge contemporary with traditional.

Exposed brick, leather and concrete create
a sleek, modern aesthetic. Bold, clean lines
paired with sharp angles provide a smooth,
yet rugged feel. The lack of window
treatments speaks to urban living,
inside and out.

Give your homeowners the
look they desire with our new
Jackson Moulding Colletion.

Visit us at jacksonlumber.com

See related Vendor Spotlight story on Page 4.
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Supply Chain Update
Continued from Page 2.

are improving weekly as more products start
to arrive on a more consistent basis. Similar
to Pressure Treated, product availability will
continue to be a challenge over the next 2-3
months as manufacturers attempt to catch up
on orders that are, in some cases, several
weeks late.

Pricing Matrix
Stay on top of market pricing trends for Framing
Lumber and Materials with our JLM Monthly
Cost Index Chart below.

Kleer PVC Trim – An allocation program
was implemented in late July to better manage
exorbitant demand based on current labor
shortages and capacity constraints.
KD Dimensional Lumber – Lumber mills
have a limited amount of log deck material and
do not have enough supply to keep up with
current demand and capacity levels, mainly due
to COVID-19 which has delayed production
and shipments. Inventory at the secondary and
distribution levels is scarce.
It is important to note that as companies adapt
to the new business landscape, the situation
continues to be extremely fluid.
Rest assured that material is being procured
and purchase orders have been placed with
our strategic suppliers, for both stock and
special-order products. We will continue to
work diligently to maintain adequate stock
levels in all our locations, so we are able to
serve you.
We are top priority for the majority of our
vendors, and we are in a much better position
from an inventory availability perspective than
many of our competitors.
Please reach out to your Jackson Sales
Representative for further information and
updates regarding product availability.

JLM Employee Spotlight
Geof McKay
Woburn Yard Manager
A Jackson team member since our
Harvey Lumber acquisition in
2000, Geof McKay literally grew
up in the business. Geof’s dad
worked at Harvey and he started
helping out there when he was
about 12 years old. He attended
Central Catholic HS and earned a
degree in psychology from Suffolk
University before deciding to
make his career in this business.

Currently our yard manager in
Woburn, Geof has worked in
all our yards and has managed
several of them. What he likes
best about his position is working
with his team.
His philosophy about managing
people and “maximizing teams” is
to value his team members, listen
to their ideas, and appreciate
their contributions. Geof takes
pride in his ability to get individuals to work together as a team.

Geof feels that he learned a
lot during his early career by
observing the way Al Torrisi
managed and motivated people.
He looks forward to being part
of the Jackson team for many
years to come.
His outside interests include
golf, European history, and
playing trivia. Geof and his wife
Erin live in Haverhill where she
is a principal in that school
system.

Visit us at jacksonlumber.com

Geof McKay
on the job in Woburn.

Providing customers with quality products, services & solutions on-time & in-full every day.

JLM Vendor Spotlight
Metrie
Vancouver, B.C.
Since their beginnings as a small family-owned
business in 1926, Metrie’s dedication to creating
high quality, finely crafted architectural elements
helped them grow to become the largest supplier
and manufacturer of solid wood and composite
moulding in North America. Based in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Metrie now operates five
manufacturing facilities, plus 26 distribution
centers in the United States and Canada.

5 CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS:
AMESBURY, MA

67 Haverhill Rd.
Phone: 978-388-0366
Fax: 978-388-9824
Mon-Fri: 6:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sat: 7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

LAWRENCE, MA

215 Market St.
Phone: 978-686-4141
Fax: 978-689-1023
Mon-Fri: 6:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sat: 7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

RAYMOND, NH

10 Industrial Dr.
Phone: 603-895-5151
Fax: 603-895-5152
Mon-Fri: 6:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

WOBURN, MA
10 Jefferson Ave.
Phone: 781-933-0057
Fax: 781-932-6649
Mon-Fri: 6:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sat: 7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

JACKSON KITCHEN
DESIGNS
NORTH ANDOVER, MA

Butcher Boy Marketplace
1093 Osgood St. (Rt. 125)
Phone: 978-685-7770
Fax: 978-685-7771
Mon: By appointment only.
Tues-Fri: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Appointments available

Option {M}® Interior Millwork Combinations were
created from those collaborating conversations.
On-trend décor styles have been deconstructed to
understand the inspirational elements – fabric, artwork, patterns and furnishings. Those styles were
then paired with millwork combinations that help
bring rooms to life.

Their success is driven by a commitment to
deliver excellence rooted in design, partnership,
and craftsmanship. Beauty is in the details, and
Metrie knows that even the smallest details add
up to create big differences. Design is in their
DNA and permeates many aspects of their
business.

This concept goes deeper by identifying moulding
profiles for high and standard ceiling heights. The
high ceiling profiles are perfect for higher, more
dramatic ceilings and walls typically found on the
main floor or main living areas of a home. Metrie’s
most popular décor styles include Modern Farmhouse, Vintage Industrial and the new Urban Loft.

Metrie associates work together as one team on
everything from trend forecasting to creating new
moulding profiles that meet the needs of our
customers and homeowners. They collaborate
with their partners while listening to and talking
with designers, architects, builders, and contractors. This allows Metrie to add value throughout
the supply chain.

Option {M} Interior Millwork Combinations provide
builders with quick and easy design and product
advice for today’s savvy homebuyers.
See related New Product Announcement on Page 1.

JKD Receives MVMA Award
Congratulations to
Our Designers!
Jackson Kitchen Designs was
again chosen as the winner of
the Merrimack Valley Magazine
Award for Kitchen Design.
2020 marks the seventh time
JKD has received this award,
adding to honors received in

2012, 2013, 2014, 2016,
2017, and 2019. In 2018, we
were honored for more than
50 years in business with the
MVMA Longevity Award.
MVMA award winners are
chosen by the magazine’s
readers who vote online for
their favorite local businesses.

L-R: Designer Lucy Ross,
Kitchen Manager, Lisa Torrisi,
and Designer Jess Sykora.

Quarterly Product Special

FREE PAIL!

Bring this coupon
to one of our stores
and get your FREE Pail.
With this coupon. At point of purchase only. Offer good thru 8/31/20.

Visit us at jacksonlumber.com

